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Where has the first half of the
academic year gone?
Three half-terms down, three to go! At my
own school we have now reached that stage
of the year when we start reminding our Year
11s on a daily basis exactly how many school
days they have left until the start of their
GCSE exams (52 at time of writing!) It really
does make you wonder where the time goes
and how we manage to fit so much syllabus
content into a relatively short space of time.
Whilst in a reflective mood I was
contemplating exactly how much has changed
in our subject area since the Coalition
government took office in May 2010. A
combination of the Wolf Review and Mr
Gove’s seemingly relentless attack on
vocational education has seen hundreds of
such courses now discredited from the
national leagues tables and other
specifications requiring substantial rewrites
only a couple of years after they were last
overhauled in order to insert an examined
unit. Those of us teaching BTEC Firsts or OCR
Nationals will undoubtedly rejoice at another
opportunity to rewrite our assignments and
schemes of learning yet again!
Both enterprise education and financial
capability also appear under threat from the
coalition, despite Ministers making statements supporting these areas of our subject.
Both the EBEA and the ifs School of Finance
have expressed disappointment with the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Financial Education for Young People report. The EBEA is an
active campaigner for our subject area and
now more than ever before it is important
that we make our collective voice heard. Rest
assured that the EBEA will continue to fight
for the role of Economic and Business
education.
Kevin Abbott
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Campaigning &
Updates
All Party Parliamentary Group on Financial
Education for Young People
Agnes Cserhati, EBEA Chair, wrote to Justin
Tomlinson MP, the Chair of the All Parliamentary Group, expressing the EBEA concerns with
the reports recommendations for the teaching
of financial capability. Agnes’ letter and Mr
Tomlinson’s reply are included as attachments
to this extended version of EBEA News.
Producing Effective Criteria for qualifications
research
David Butler, EBEA Council member and
former lead HMI for Business and Economics
Education, is currently responding on behalf of
the EBEA to a consultation evaluating whether
the current regulatory documents for GCSE
Business Studies are fit for purpose in the
context of Ofqual’s new regulatory response.
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EBEA Annual Conference 2012: Going for Gold
13th & 14th June 2012
Aston Business School Conference Centre, Aston, Birmingham

Book today!
The booking form is available on the website at http://www.ebea.org.uk/events_networking/
annual_conference_june_2012/. The Annual Conference programme is now fairly settled and will
focus on developing compelling learning and outstanding teaching. It will showcase the latest
developments and will be resource rich so that you can leave with the latest free teaching
materials and teaching ideas. There are great networking opportunities as well as the chance to
celebrate successes.
Day 1 will have a Business focus and speakers will include Professor Mark Hart [Aston Business
School] and Sarah Dunning [CE of Westmorland Ltd, which runs the only family run service station
on the motorway system]. There will also be a wide variety of workshops including those delivered by Gwen Coates [HMI] and Simon Jackson ['learnloads'].
Day 2 will have an Economics focus and will feature speakers including Professor Patrick Minford
and a topical panel debate on High Speed 2, with leading protagonists on both sides of the debate.
There will also be a rich offer of breakout sessions.
Both days will feature the exhibition and at the end of Day 1 is a free wine reception and the
Conference Dinner. At the wine reception a presentation will be made to the EBEA Teacher of
the Year and the EBEA Trainee Teacher of the Year. The Annual Conference is the main
opportunity in the calendar to meet your professional community.

We have a range of attractive special rates for trainees, NQTs and EBEA members
and we hope to see you there.
The Conference Organiser would still like to hear from EBEA members who would like to
contribute to the Annual Conference.
Could you lead a workshop?
Could you make a presentation?
Could you provide resources for the Exhibition?
If you would like to make a proposal, please contact Claire at the office as soon as possible.
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Kevin Abbott’s ‘Starter of the month’ [Teaching & Resources section]
“***** contributes £1.4 bn to the UK economy”
This was the starter to an Economic lesson I taught at the beginning of this
month and was based on a newspaper headline. The blank is ‘TOWIE’, an
acronym which stands for The Only Way Is Essex, and according to research
commissioned by The Sun newspaper this ITV2 TV show is now worth more to
the UK economy than Kate Middleton (who only adds £1bn to the UK economy
in terms of increased clothing sales). The reality show returned to our TV
screen recently and whilst I must admit that I would rather pull out each of my
teeth one-by-one, rather than endure this show, I do know that many of my students are avid viewers! This
gave me the opportunity to host a game of ’Who Dares Wins’ based on the BBC1 game show that is
currently airing before the National Lottery draws each Saturday evening. In that show Nick Knowles asks
two teams to compete to try to name as many items as possible from a given ‘list’. In this case the list was
the ‘12 products boosted by the TOWIE effect’ and my two teams of students were given 5 minutes to
brainstorm which products they believed would see a rightward shift of their demand curve due to TOWIE
being aired once more (e.g. fake tan, champagne). The two teams then ‘bid’ as to how many item from the
list they think they can name and the other team has to then outbid or ask the other team to ‘name them’.
I tend to deviate slightly from the rules of the show and play for points rather than eliminate the team as
soon as they get a wrong answer. In my version, a wrong answer hands control back to the other team.
The PowerPoint I created for the game will be added to the EBEA website and can be downloaded by all
registered users. You can become a registered user of the EBEA website for free and once you have
registered, you will be able to download this starter activity.
Please let me know what you think of this month’s resource. All feedback is appreciated!

In The News Case Studies [Teaching & Resources section of the EBEA website]
Margaret Hancock, the EBEA’s Website Manager and experienced writer of
case studies and teaching resources, continues to add ‘In the News Case
Studies’ to the EBEA website. Over the past month she has added website
links and teaching ideas based on the following topical case studies:

Costa Concordia
Fabio Capello’s shock resignation
UK retail sales rise by 0.95 in January
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February’s pick of the web
Advising Business and Economics teachers to bookmark The Economist’s
website is a bit like teaching your grandmother to suck the proverbial eggs!
However this hidden gem is certainly worth sharing...
One of my students is preparing a Level 3 Extended Project Qualification comparing
the Chinese and Indian Economies. I was helping him to source comparable export
figures for the two economies and stumbled across this fascinating interactive resource on one of the blogs. It allows
users to find out which countries parallel the states, provinces or territories of the United States, China, India and Brazil.
The data is based on 2009 figures so is a little out of date now but it is still fascinating. For example, you could show
your students that if an independent country, California would be the world 8th largest economy, falling between
Italy and Brazil . Or what about New York, with a larger GDP than Australia. The link is here

Pearson is recruiting examiners for Edexcel GCE Economics
Edexcel is part of Pearson UK, a unique education company. We bring together
publishing, exams and new technologies to help teachers and learners fulfil their
potential.
We currently have a number of opportunities for Economics teachers to mark GCE
Economics examinations. We are keen to recruit teachers who are currently teaching,
recently retired or newly qualified. Being an examiner can inspire fresh ideas and new
approaches to practising your subject and will give you valuable insight into national
standards.
Examiners mark candidates’ responses in accordance with a pre-defined mark scheme.
Most subjects will be marked using our onscreen software, ePEN. This allows our
examiners the flexibility of working from home. Examiners receive full training and
support throughout the marking period, as well as the opportunity to claim a Teacher
Release payment for their school when attending meetings during term time.
For more information and to apply for this role please click here. If you have any
queries please email them to aaresourcing@edexcel.com
To view the full list of our vacancies, please visit www.edexcel.com/aa-recruitment.
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Contribute to the EBEA magazine

Are you interested in writing an article for the Teaching Business & Economics magazine?
Contact Andrew Ashwin, General Editor, for more details and to discuss your idea.
Find us on Facebook
Share your favourite lessons, teaching ideas, useful websites or just words of
wisdom with other EBEA members. Join the EBEA Facebook group here.

Dear Member,
As EBEA members, we are delighted to offer you valuable Business and Enterprise resources and
connect you and your students with the UK’s biggest and brightest companies.
It’s EASY and FREE! So how does it work?
Very simply, you pick the enterprise challenge that perfectly fits your lessons and guide students
through the experience using the free teacher resources. Students work on responses and get
rewarded for good ideas. Watch a short video here.
Current student prizes include overseas travel opportunities and work-experience placements!
We are also working with a number of universities who are going to set challenges to ‘diverse’
school students… the prize will be FREE university education – we are very excited about this!
This is a great time for you to be part of the MyKindaCrowd team so if you want to turn your
students’ ideas into rewards, join us now! It only takes 20 seconds to sign up.
Please do recommend MyKindaCrowd to your friends and colleagues in other schools, colleges
and universities.
Best wishes,
Will and the MyKindaCrowd team
PS– follow us on Twitter @MyKindaCrowd for up-to-date offers and opportunities!!
William Akerman, Managing Director

Winners of Unltd Big Venture Challenge 2011

www.mykindacrowd.com
t | 08444 127 497
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Justin Tomlinson MP
House of Commons
LONDON
SW1A 0AA
9 January 2012

Dear Mr Tomlinson
Personal finance education in schools
The Economics, Business and Enterprise Association (EBEA), which represents around 2000 economics and
business teachers and educators in schools, colleges and universities, welcomes the recently published All
Party Parliamentary Group’s (APPG) report on personal finance education in schools. The EBEA strongly supports the report’s main recommendation of making personal finance education part of the statutory curriculum, which was endorsed by MPs in the House of Commons debate on 15 December. However, the EBEA
does have major concerns about the report’s recommendations about how personal finance education should
be taught. It is also dismayed by the complete lack of mention in the report of the key role that specialist
economics and business teachers should be playing if personal finance education is to be successfully taught
in schools.
The APPG’s report recommends that personal finance education is taught through a cross-curricular approach in mathematics and personal, heath, social and economic education (PSHE). The EBEA believes this
approach is doomed to failure if the evidence of the last 25 years and that presented to the APPG by Ofsted
are taken into account. Personal finance education in schools is not new. Over the years it has received considerable funding from the public and private sectors but the findings from Ofsted, the Financial Services Authority and others have consistently shown that the quality of provision is extremely variable and that nonspecialist teachers frequently lack the confidence to teach it. Attempts to deliver personal finance education
through a range of subjects or through suspended timetable days normally results in poor quality teaching
and an incoherent set of experiences for students. Ofsted’s view, which is based on a considerable body of
evidence, is that if personal finance education is to be successful it needs to be taught in discrete curriculum
time by teachers who have the subject expertise and classroom skills to deliver it. Furthermore, Ofsted believes that in order for pupils to get a good grasp of personal finance education it needs to be set in a
broader context of economic, business and enterprise education. Pupils need to understand and be able to
apply some basic economic concepts, such as how the rate of inflation affects borrowing and saving and how
interest rates are determined. The EBEA fully endorses Ofsted’s views and also advocates personal finance
education being included as part of the framework for inspections, as part of a broader judgement on how
well schools are preparing their pupils for adult life.
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The EBEA understands why the APPG recommends that personal finance education should be taught in part
through mathematics. This will secure its place in the National Curriculum and ensure that it will be formally
assessed without extending the range of subjects currently being considered. However, the EBEA believes
that its inclusion in mathematics does not necessarily secure its quality. Indeed, the evidence from Ofsted
points to the contrary. In its 2008 report, Developing financially capable young people, it found that even in
schools that had been recommended as examples of good practice, teaching personal finance education
through mathematics often left a lot to be desired. The focus in the lessons observed was mainly on using
personal finance as a useful and interesting context for applying mathematical skills but rarely extended to
developing pupils’ financial skills and understanding. This is well illustrated by an example of a maths foundation level test question provided in the APPG report which gives pupils the rate of depreciation on a car and
then asks them what it would sell for after two years. A mathematically precise answer is clearly required but
this is actually poor financial education because the correct answer is, of course, that we do not know what it
will sell for because it depends on the state of the car market in two years time.
In fairness, the APPG’s report recognises the limitations of teaching the whole of personal finance through
mathematics and their recommendation is to also teach it through PSHE. The EBEA believes, that based on
past evidence, this too is fraught with considerable dangers. Personal finance has been part of PSHE for
some time yet Ofsted has consistently found it to be the weakest component of the PSHE curriculum. This is
particularly the case when it is delivered by non-specialists, for example, as part of the tutorial programme. It
has a much greater chance of success when PSHE is taught by a team of specialists, including those with expertise in economics and business. There are initial teacher training courses in economics and business education, including personal finance, which attract high powered graduates, many of whom have backgrounds
working in business and finance. However, the same is not true of PSHE where there are no initial training
courses. The majority of secondary schools have an economics or business teacher but disappointingly the
APPG report makes no mention of using them to teach personal finance education. Surely, on cost grounds
alone, it makes much better sense to use existing expertise rather than retraining maths teachers or trying to
equip generic PSHE teachers to teach everything from sex and relationships to personal finance.
The APPG has done an excellent job in securing very widespread support for making personal finance education part of the statutory curriculum and getting it on the government’s agenda. It will be hugely disappointing if all this enthusiasm fails to result in the high quality provision that all our young people deserve because
lessons have not be learnt from past mistakes and the robust evidence provided by Ofsted is ignored. The
way forward is to make personal finance education statutory in England, as it is in the rest of the UK and in
over 20 other countries, set it in a context of wider economic and business understanding, establish clear
learning outcomes, formally assess it and deliver it by teachers who have the necessary subject knowledge
and appropriate classroom expertise. However, whatever approach is adopted by the government the EBEA
will continue to support personal finance education and offer its considerable expertise to teachers involved
in its delivery.
Agnes Cserhati
Chair
Economics, Business and Enterprise Association
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